Changes in Microenvironment Modulate the B- to A-DNA Transition.
B- to A-DNA transition is known to be sensitive to the macroscopic properties of the solution, such as salt and ethanol concentrations. Microenvironmental effects on DNA conformational transition have been broadly studied. Providing an intuitive picture of how DNA responds to environmental changes is, however, still needed. Analyzing the chemical equilibrium of B-to-A DNA transition at critical concentrations, employing explicit-solvent simulations, is envisioned to help understand such microenvironmental effects. In the present study, free-energy calculations characterizing the B- to A-DNA transition and the distribution of cations were carried out in solvents with different ethanol concentrations. With the addition of ethanol, the most stable structure of DNA changes from the B- to A-form, in agreement with previous experimental observation. In 60% ethanol, a chemical equilibrium is found, showing reversible transition between B- and A-DNA. Analysis of the microenvironment around DNA suggests that with the increase of ethanol concentration, the cations exhibit a significant tendency to move toward the backbone, and mobility of water molecules around the major groove and backbone decreases gradually, leading eventually to a B-to-A transition. The present results provide a free-energy view of DNA microenvironment and of the role of cation motion in the conformational transition.